TREATMENTS & LUXURY
The Ephemeral Spa

D

uring the makeover of the Barrière Thalasso
& Spa, the Le Royal La Baule Ephemeral Spa
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invites you to a moment of wellness and beauty,
offering the freedom to experience different face
and body treatments, alone or as a couple for an
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experience as luxurious as it is energising. Give in,
let go and recharge your batteries on the Atlantic
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coast, in the heart of the famous seaside resort
of La Baule, facing the ocean.
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Give in, let go and recharge your batteries on the
Atlantic coast, in the heart of the famous seaside
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resort of La Baule, facing the ocean.
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BIOLOGIQUE RECHERCHE

for

FACIAL SPA TREATMENTS

BESPOKE EXPERT TREATMENT

55 MN

€ 130

Energise, moisturise, brighten, lift, smooth, oxygenate, purify, rejuvenate, sculpt... Let yourself be
guided by our Skin Expert to choose the treatment that bests suits your skin’s needs.

SECOND SKIN TREATMENT

55 MN € 300

A real alternative to injections, Second Skin treatment involves the application of an electrowoven
mask, consisting of 80% hyaluronic acid, to boost cell renewal and optimise regeneration, for a
visible and immediate lifting effect that redefines the oval shape of the face.

EVEN MORE EFFICACY
15 MN
30 MN

Eye contour co-factor
Mask co-factor or Remodelling Face
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€ 30
€ 55

FACIAL SPA TREATMENTS BIOLOGIQUE RECHERCHE
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LES SOINS DU VISAGE BIOLOGIQUE RECHERCHE

FACIAL SPA TREATMENTS
BEAUTY FACIAL

BODY SPA TREATMENTS
55 MN

€ 115

Hydration, purity & radiance or anti-ageing.

EXFOLIATING BAR

25 MN

€ 70

Perfume and exfoliant of your choice, to be determined with your beautician.

RADIANCE FACIAL

25 MN

€ 70

Brightens and revives radiance.

MASSAGES FROM HERE AND ELSEWHERE

55 MN

€ 120

⋆ DYNAMIC ATLANTIC JEWEL

ARTIC FACIAL BY CRYOSKIN®

25 MN

€ 75

Facial cryotherapy reduces the size of the skin’s pores by vasoconstriction and inflammations
thanks to localised spraying of dry and intense cold at -180°C. The facial skin is plumped up
and detoxified by stimulation of the fibroblasts to boost natural collagen, elastin and hyaluronic
production.

This energising massage combines powerful and cyclical techniques to restore inner wellbeing.

⋆ AYURVEDA INDIAN OCEAN ENERGY
This energetic massage, derived from the Indian Ayurvedic tradition, rebalances the inner
energy. To the rhythm of intense friction, tapping, deep smoothing techniques, performed on
a base of warm precious wood oil, body and mind regain their essential vitality.

⋆ DEEP ARCTIC WONDER
Between invigorating coolness and relaxing warmth, this tonic massage inspired by Swedish
deep tissue immerse you into the atmophere of Nordic countries.

⋆ POLYNESIA MAHANA SENSUALITY
Immersed at the heart of Tahiti exotic Island, find yourself enchanted by the scents of this
traditional Polynesian massage. Monoï and hot sand, for an absolute escape.

⋆ RELAXING MASSAGE
Inspired by the Californian massage, a real source of calm, it relaxes and harmonises the whole
body. Also available for 25 minutes at €75.

TREATMENT FROM HERE & ELSEWHERE

75 MN

€ 160

Body scrub followed by a 55-minute massage from here and elsewhere, chosen from our
selection above.

LIPOMODELAGE BY CELLU M6®

25 MN

€ 70

Acting simultaneously on stubborn fat and on skin quality (firmness, orange peel appearance),
Cellu M6® by LPG technology directly acts on adipocytes and fibroblasts. 360- degree care
that does away with having to choose between slimness and firmness ?

Our massages are relaxing and beauty treatments. They are not medical and have no therapeutic goal.
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FACIAL SPA TREATMENTS
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BODY SPA TREATMENT

IN ALL OUR SPAS DIANE BARRIÈRE

PRACTICAL INFORMATION

♢ The Spa Diane Barrière is located on the ground floor of L'Hôtel Le Royal
♢S
ome spa rooms offer the possibility to experience your treatment
with a partner.
♢ Bookings : +33 (0)2 40 11 48 48 or reception-royallabaule@groupebarriere.com
♢ Opening hours
Open every day from 10 a.m to 1 p.m and from 2 :30 p.m to 6 :30 p.m

♢ Your appointment
Please arrive 5 minutes prior to your appointment.

♢ Clothing
If you are staying at l’Hotel Le Royal, it is recommended to access the Spa wearing the
bath robe and slippers found in your hotel bathroom.

DIANE BARRIÈRE SIGNATURE
55MN € 125 - 85MN € 175
Diane Barrière signature body treatment is a re-energising journey
based on stretching, stroking, massage and pressure points
inspired by energy and neuromuscular techniques.
Specially created to sustainably rejuvenate, de-stress, detoxify and reboost,
this treatment is a real regenerative balm, combining power and softness,
to rebalance the energies of the body.
Developed by Diane Barrière Spas professionals,
this treatment helps to repair the impacts of the frantic pace of urban life.
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SPECIFIC TREATMENTS

♢ Your comfort
Please let us know if we can adjust the volume of the music, the temperature or the
pressure of your massage. Don’t hesitate for extra linen.

♢ Cancellation policy
Appointments cancelled less than 24 hours’ notice will be charged in full. If you do not
show up for your appointment, you will be charged in full for all your treaments.
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PRACTICAL INFORMATION
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